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and workshops where the apparatus needs to move
frequently and the interference is strong.

SG9101 Interference Distinguishing PD Detector will be a
satisfactory PD Detector widely applied in power

SG9101 Interference Distinguishing PD Detector also can
read the discharge repetition frequency according to
discharge quantity, and can digitize the measurement of
discharge number and draw diagrams such as q-n figure.
It enhances the ability for insulation comprehensive
judgment, while this function could only be achieved
through the treatment by microcomputer formerly. With
the deep research of PD, IEC and authorities have begun
paying attention to the influence of the discharge

departments, plants and research institutes.

Applications
Testing of:
Distribution Transformers
P o w e r Transformers
Cu rre n t a n d P o te n tia l Tra n s fo rm e rs
Ro ta tin g Ma c h in e s
S w itc h g e a rs
S u rg e Arre s to rs
Ca b le s
Re s e a rc h & De ve lo p m e n t
Un ive rs itie s ，etc.

Technical Specifications:
1. The measurable capacitance range of equipments under tested: 6pF～250µF
2. Test sensitivity and permitted current.

Input
Unit No.

Turning

Sensitivity

Capacitance

(PC)

Range

(Unbalanced Circuit)

Permitted Current Effective Value
Unbalanced

Balanced

Circuit

Circuit

1

0～25～100pF

0.02

30mA

0.25A

2

25～100～400pF

0.04

50mA

0.5A

3

100～400～1500pF

0.06

120mA

1A

4

400～1500～6000pF

0.1

0.25A

2A

5

1500~6000~25000pF

0.2

0.5A

4A

6

0.006～0.025～0.1uF

0.3

1A

8A

7

0.025～0.1～0.4uF

0.5

2A

15A

8

0.1～0.4～1.5uF

1

4A

30A

9

0.4～1.5～6.0uF

1.5

8A

60A

10

1.5～6.0～25uF

2.5

15A

120A

11

6.0～25～60uF

5

25A

200A

12

25～60～250uF

10

50A

300A

7R

Resistance

0.5

2A

15A

Table 2: Test Sensitivity and Input Unit Permitted Current

3. Ellipse Scanning Time Base


Frequency: 50/60Hz, ×2, ×3 ×4



Rotation: 30°as a level, 360°available



Operation mode: ellipse, linear



When the frequency is high, the ellipse can be adjusted to normal height according to input voltage (10～250V). Its
input power is less than 1VA, and the overload automatic protection equipment is installed.

4. Display Unit
Rectangular oscilloscope whose size is 98×84cm, on which there are brightness and focus adjusting knobs.

5. Amplifier
3dB low frequency limit point fL: 10, 20,40kHz (to be chosen randomly)
3dB high frequency limit point fh: 80, 200, 300 kHz (to be chosen randomly)
Gain calibration:
6 levels in coarse calibration, gain difference between levels are 20±1dB.
Fine calibration range>20dB.
Positive and negative impulse responds asymmetry: <1dB

6. Time Window (Gate Unit)
1)Windows width: adjustable

15°～150°under 50Hz

2) Window position: each window can rotate from 0°to 180°.
Two windows can be switched respectively or synchronously.

7. Impulse Peak-value-meter


Linear indication: displayed by 3 1/2 bits digital voltage meter



Error 5% (counted as 1000 to full scale)



Output voltage: 0～1V.



It is output from the “Y” socket on the back panel.

8. Test Voltage Meter


Measuring range: with the capacitance divider the max range can reach 200kV



Display: displayed by 3 1/2 bits digital voltage meter



Error: ±5% when using digital meter;



Zero sign: when capacitance divider is adopted, a pair of zero level impulse will appear if a low voltage rises. The

<±10% when using usual meter.

upward one presents the positive zero-crossing position. The downward one presents the negative position.


Output: 0～1V. It is output from the “Y” socket on the back panel.

9. Discharge Quantity Setting (pC setting) Equipment
Including vertical switches of 4 levels than control the relative pC, nC displays and the decimal point on digital shift
meter. It makes the same of the display of pC and nC as the injected calibration charges. It is linked with amplifier gain
coarse calibration knob.

10. Interference Distinguishing Logic System
When the peak value in the set phase interval exceeds the threshold (maximal to 1.3V, set from the coarse and fine
calibration knob by users) and lasts for more than 4 continuous test voltage periods, the “effective” lamp will be
enlightened.

11. Discharge Repetition Frequency


Full scale: 1×104pps



Linear indication



Error: <±5% (full scale)

12. Internal Zero Level Systems
The zero level of inner zero level generator can change its polarity, and can rotate from 0～180° to correspond real zero
level position and polarity.

13. Dimension: 500×490×200mm (W×D×H)

14. Weight: about 20kg

For further information please contact:
SHANGHAI JIU ZHI ELECTRIC CO., LTD
(Samgor Technology)
Add: No.500, Renmintang Rd., Caolu Town, Pudong,
Shanghai, 201209, China
Tel: 86-21-58999552 58999556
Fax: 86-21-33901039
E-mail: info@samgor.com
Http:// www.samgor.com

